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In April 2021, Standard Bariatrics 
(Cincinnati, OH) received United States 
(US) Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA) clearance to market the 230mm Linear 
Cutting Titan SGS® stapler (Figure 1). Titan 
SGS is the only surgical stapler studied in a 
clinical trial prior to FDA clearance and the 
only stapler on the market to have a sleeve 
gastrectomy indication.1,2

In sleeve gastrectomy, Titan SGS is 
designed to enable a surgeon to perform 
a sleeve gastrectomy resection in a single 
firing of the stapler (Figures 2 and 3). This 
technique aids the surgeon in planning the 
ideal resection line, decreases variability in 
pouch formation, and saves operating room 
(OR) time.

We took a novel approach to designing 
an endocutter stapler. Instead of having 
different cartridge selections that apply to 
many different types of tissue, we measured 
the dynamics of the tissue to be stapled, 
then built a stapler from the ground up. We 
took tissue thickness measurements from 
fresh human gastric tissue at a pressure more 
in line with the pressure applied by staples 
in tissue.3 We also performed head-to-head 
comparative testing in fresh human gastric 
tissue. In this preclinical test, the Titan SGS 
staple line was shown to be superior in 
tests of staple line reliability, with fewer 
malformed staples (Figure 4) and better 
staple height to tissue thickness matching.4

In this same study, in addition to staple 
line reliability metrics, the burst pressure 
was highest in the Titan SGS group (Table 1).4

One-third of the staple line failures in 
competitor devices’ staple lines occurred at 
the staple line crossings. This corresponds 
with the higher risk of malformed staples at 
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junctions (Figure 4). Since the Titan SGS has 
one continuous staple line, its use eliminated 
the increased leak risk associated with 
crossing staple lines. 

Titan SGS was built through rigorous 
research and development, beginning 
with characterization of the target tissue. 
Standard Bariatrics continues to make 
research a priority, testing different versions 

of the Titan SGS device in the same excised 
human stomach model. Our goal is to 
understand the phenomenon of staple 
height auto-adjustment and optimize stapler 
design to take advantage of it.5

Increased FDA regulations of surgical 
staplers released on October 8, 2021, 
reclassified certain FDA Class I surgical 
staplers to a more stringent FDA Class II. 

In addition, in their final order, the FDA 
mandated labeling of staplers to include 
“risks specifically associated with the 
crossing of staple lines.”6 The FDA published 
a concurrent letter to healthcare providers 
and labeling guidance for the medical device 
industry clarifying this risk, stating, “Be 
aware that there is a risk of increased leak 
rates when staple lines are crossed, even if 
there may be clinical circumstances when it 
is clinically necessary or appropriate to do 
so.”6–8

Titan SGS seems to be a breakthrough 
in sleeve gastrectomy. Given the positive 
experimental results, we look forward to 
future studies looking at the clinical impact, 
particularly on leak rate, in large registry 
programs, such as the Metabolic and 
Bariatric Surgery Accreditation and Quality 
Improvement Program (MBSAQIP). 
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FIGURE 2. Graphic demonstration of Titan SGS applied 
to the stomach

FIGURE 3. Image of Titan SGS stapler yielding a curved sleeve pouch anatomy

FIGURE 1. Titan SGS stapler and Titan Standard Power Unit

TABLE 1. Average pneumatic burst pressure testing of experimental staple lines in human gastric tissue

STANDARD BARIATRICS TITAN 
SGS 

(N=15)

MEDTRONIC SIGNIA™ POWERED 
STAPLER WITH TRI-STAPLE™ 

TECHNOLOGY (N=18)

ETHICON ECHELON POWERED 
PLUS WITH GST RELOADS

(N=17)

159.8mmHg 128mmHg 102.1mmHg
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VIDEO 2: Although the Titan 
SGS stapler is a straight device, 

it produces a gently curved 
sleeve similar to the original 

anatomy of the stomach’s 
greater curvature. This video 

shows the � rst human 230mm 
stapled sleeve gastrectomy in 

the world, performed by Dr. 
Aaron Ho� man (SUNY Bu� alo) 

in August 2020 at Bu� alo 
General Medical Center in 

Bu� alo, New York.

https://vimeo.com/699171036

VIDEO 1: The Titan SGS stapler 
produces a hemostatic and 

consistent staple line by using 
graduated staple height 
formation optimized for 

gastric tissue. 

https://vimeo.com/699170255

FIGURE 4. Preclinical study computed tomography comparing crossing of staple lines and Titan SGS




